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CONNECTIVITY
SOGEA

In the biggest change to telecommunications in 30 years, PSTN and ISDN services will be switched off 
by December 2025 and a stop-sell of these services by 2023, meaning connectivity will no longer be 
supported by traditional copper telephone lines. The future is data only, Single Order broadband or Single 
Order Generic Ethernet Access, available now from Digital Wholesale Solutions.

Freedom 
from lengthy 

contracts with 
30-day terms

Simplified ordering 
and support 

experience – no 
WLR means no 

more SIM provide, 
or dual fault 

journeys

Available to 
28 million UK 

premises

Future proof 
for the PSTN 

withdrawal – stop 
sell for WLR is 

2023, switch off 
2025

Simple 
migration 
journeys 

with minimal 
downtime

Simple to 
deploy and 
simple to 
support

Single Order 
Connectivity 

is here

What is SOGEA?

 > A data-only broadband solution that is provisioned on 
a single order

 > Does not include voice services or a WLR/MPF line
 > Voice becomes an Over The Top (OTT) service like any 

other data service
 > Based on the current FTTC technology, using a 

combination of copper and fibre technology, without 
requiring a traditional telephony connection

The arrival of SOGEA transforms the way businesses work 
while providing significant opportunities to the Channel. 
Offering download speeds of up to 80Mbps, SOGEA 
provides faster, more reliable connectivity than ADSL, 
meaning users can do more online, without worrying 
about buffering.

The approaching 2025 deadline has created a huge 
market opportunity for Channel partners in acquiring new 
customers as well as transitioning your existing customers. 
By being first to market with SOGEA, you are able to build 
your base ahead of your competitors and secure future 
business in the transition to Single Order broadband. 
Become your customers’ chosen SOGEA provider to 
prepare them for the forthcoming technology shift while 
expanding your product offerings and protecting your 
revenue.
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DWS Network Local Exchange PCP / Green
Street Cabinet

End User Premises

Copper Fibre

SOGEA Infrastructure

SOGEA technology is based on the current FTTC set up. Fibre technology is used from the local 
Exchange to the PCP (green street cabinet) and then copper from the PCP to the end-user premises.

Why DWS for SOGEA?

 > We have worked closely with Openreach throughout the PSTN Withdrawal Programme to become 
one of the early adopters of SOGEA

 > Our products are designed to make it easy for you to expand your portfolio, enabling you to 
diversify your business services and offerings

 > Our dedicated UK support team with their in-depth knowledge and experience provide you with the 
support you need to complement your services

 > Award-winning, intuitive portal allows you to easily place orders and manage your SOGEA services

 > We provide you with products on a truly wholesale basis allowing you to buy for X and sell for Y, 
making fantastic margins

Partner with Digital Wholesale 
Solutions today and be the 

first to bring SOGEA to your 
customers at a very critical 
time. For more information 

about the opportunities 
SOGEA presents and how it 
can protect your customer 

base, please speak to us today


